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The Local Scoop: Delivering joy in difficult times 

 
“I relish every moment that we get to be open providing our ice cream to the community.” 

 

Mary DeBartolo 

Owner, The Local Scoop 

 
 

CDP loan client Mary DeBartolo had a dream of 

opening an ice cream shop in her hometown of 

Orleans. She worked with CDP and launched the 

Local Scoop in 2012 with a focus on making all their 

frozen treats using locally sourced ingredients from 

Cape Cod farms and food artisans.  

 

Mary spent the next eight years experimenting with 

flavors and building her business which includes 

homemade ice cream, frozen yogurt and artisan 

popsicles, with a motto of “delivering joy with a dash 

of incredible (local) tastes.” The Local Scoop actually 

incorporates ingredients from other CDP clients such as 

Chequessett Chocolate and Snowy Owl Coffee Roasters. Unfortunately, this all came grinding to a halt 

this spring with the outbreak of the coronavirus. 

 

Like many other seasonal businesses across the Cape, Mary was unsure about whether The Local 

Scoop would even be able to open this summer. “We usually open in February, but this year we pushed 

that back, and we were unsure of when we would be able to open at all,” recalls Mary. 

 

Mary looked into the Paycheck Protection Program in the Spring when the program was first 

announced. At the time they applied for the program, the lockdown had already taken a significant toll 

on their business finances. “Our account was running out of money, and we needed to do something,” 

recalls Mary.  

 

Thanks to the PPP loan that Mary received, the Local Scoop was able to put some employees back on 

payroll, even if they weren’t able to open the shop yet. While waiting to reopen, Mary and her staff 

worked from home, completing projects to increase efficiency and improve operations for when it was 

Mary at the shop before the outbreak of coronavirus 
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time to open their doors. “We were able to convert our recipes from cups to grams, clean up a lot of 

paperwork, and we started to plan for mail order and using our “Pop Mobile” for local,” says Mary. 

While the PPP program was able to help Mary ease some of the burden, the strict program 

requirements did not meet all of her needs. In order to qualify for loan forgiveness at least 60% of the 

loan amount must be used on payroll, and the Local Scoop had other priorities. Although grateful, 

Mary notes that “While the loan definitely helped, it didn’t cover everything and we ended up having 

to take out other business loans.”  

 

On top of the financial difficulties, the Coronavirus also caused logistical problems for the Local 

Scoop. In a regular season the shop includes a make your own sundae bar. Patrons come in and choose 

their ice cream and self-serve whatever toppings they would like. Covid-19 forced Mary to completely 

re-envision her business model and to come up with new ways to get her product to the public. 

 

The Local Scoop switched from self-service to full service, kept their two mobile trucks parked for the 

season, and even converted their front door into a take-out window.  “We are taking all of the 

precautions to limit our exposure,” says Mary. They also restricted the number of people allowed in 

their production kitchen, which they call ‘27 Below’ after the freezer’s lowest temperature reading.  

“Once we were able to open we were determined not to shut down again!” 

 

Midway through the season they finally implemented their new delivery service for ice cream, 

popsicles, and premade sundae packs. Mary had been toying around with the idea of offering delivery 

before the pandemic, but the shutdown gave them time to plan for and implement a delivery service.  

“It’s been an opportunity to throw a bunch of ideas at the wall and see what really sticks,” she says. 

 

The Local Scoop officially reopened for business Memorial Day Weekend, three months later than last 

year. This has been a tough year for businesses and the Local Scoop is no different, but they continue 

to remain optimistic. “Memorial Day is the official start of the season, and it was a rainy weekend,” 

recalls Mary, “But we had a really good Fourth of July and business has been steady.”   

 

Mary acknowledges the challenges that she and every other small business on the Cape faces in the 

coming months, but for now she is enjoying the joy that she gets to spread. “I relish every moment that 

we get to be open providing our ice cream to the community.”  We wish Mary and the Local Scoop the 

best and will continue to work with local businesses to help them navigate the challenges that have 

confronted them as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic. 


